Rhabdomyosarcoma of the Iliopsoas: A Retroperitoneal Misdiagnosis

Abstract

Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is a soft tissue sarcoma. The already documented data regarding RMS state that it is more prevalent in males than females and also that its occurrence is more in Caucasians than Asians. The current incidence of RMS is 4.5 cases/million, and thus, it is a very rare cancer. The undifferentiated type is the most aggressive one with a rare presentation in the retroperitoneum. Overall, this case emphasizes that consideration should be given to wide range of diagnosis and that frozen section is the gold standard for a confirmatory diagnosis, as the first biopsy showed benign cells within the tumor. The emphasis on the interventions related to imaging to prevent the chance of aggravated presentation in the terminal stage of somatic comorbidities like loss of power. Radical excision of the mass along with normal iliopsoas tendon was done and referred to a cancer specialty center for further chemotherapy. To the best of my knowledge, this is the only case of RMS of the iliopsoas.
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Introduction

Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is a soft tissue sarcoma most commonly found in children and adults below the age of 18 years. It is considered to be a disease of the childhood and less common in old age.[1] Overall, a RMS is already very aggressive and rare in its nature. The incidence of RMS is 4.5 cases/million children/adolescents/year and in more than 50% of cases, RMS occurs during the first decade of life.[2,3] The common primary sites for RMS are head and neck region (25%), genitourinary tract (22%), and extremities (18%).[4,5] Less common primary sites include the trunk, perineal region, and abdomen, including the retroperitoneum.[5] Thus, the presence of RMS on the iliopsoas muscle in a 65-year-old female patient makes it an infrequent case. On biopsy, the histology report confirmed an undifferentiated sarcoma, which has a higher incidence (19%) than children do(<2%).[6]

Case Report

A 65-year-old female patient presented with the chief complaints of pain in the left iliac fossa (LIF) radiating to the left thigh for the past 2 months. Initially, she could carry out her routine work with a performance status (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group) of 1 which worsened to a status of 2 as the pain intensified to be spasmodic. There was no history of bleeding per rectum, constipation. On clinical examination, a mass-like sensation which was felt after deep palpation in the LIF. Due to the adhesive mass, there was a flexion deformity with inhibition of hip extension. The flexion deformity gradually increased over 2 months with complete loss of extension [Figure 1]. A provisional diagnosis of an abdominal lump in the LIF was made. On palpation, there was tenderness, mass felt smooth, firm, and afebrile. Application of Thomas test helped me define the exact flexion deformity, which was around 40°–45°. She was evaluated with computed tomography (CT) scan of the abdomen and the pelvis which showed a large well defined soft tissue density mildly enhancing lesion in LIF involving the psoas and iliac muscles and extending to the inguinal region of the size: 11.3 cm × 7.4 cm × 5.8 cm [Figure 2]. There were calcific foci within the mass. A confirmatory histopathological examination represented a mass showing diffuse undifferentiated sarcoma cells. Thus, the diagnosis of the tumor was pleomorphic RMS with a pathological
staging of pT2 N0 M0. Complete surgical resection of the main tumor, along with some surrounding normal tissue of the iliopsoas was achieved [Figure 3].

Discussion

We present a case of RMS with a rare presentation at the iliopsoas in an elderly female which was diagnosed on CT scan and core biopsy. RMS is mainly considered to be a children’s disease with the predilection of alveolar and embryonal type. Less commonly in adult males. The histopathology shows that males have a higher incidence of pleomorphic histology (19%) than do children (<2%). However over here, the patient is a female in her sixties. The statistics are predominantly applicable for adolescents, but in elderly, a higher incidence of tumors are seen in unfavorable sites. A CT guided management of this patient was a simple resection of the tumor along with some normal iliopsoas inserting at the lesser trochanter of the femur, which led to the loss of power [Figure 4]. Usually, the prognosis is good for the patients below <15 years of age, but poor for adults associated with a high mortality. The 5-year survival rate for tumours in the retroperitoneum showed just 67% as stated by Crist et al. Due to unavailable immunohistochemistry, the tumour did not undergo differential diagnosis. Due to the insidious signs, symptoms, negative investigations, and delayed imaging lead to a postsurgical loss of power, leaving the patient crippled; which could have been avoided. By examining the muscles in both the legs. The tone was normal in both the limbs along with nutrition. The power of the left limb decreased to a grade of 3.

Implication

RMS should not be diagnosed with a scan and biopsy. An excisional biopsy is a way to go and confirmed by frozen section during the surgery. Furthermore, delayed investigations and imaging can lead to added burden postoperatively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only reported case of RMS involving the iliopsoas.
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